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A B S T R A C T

Currently, Convolutional Neural Networks achieve good performance in automatic image segmentation
situations; however, they have not demonstrated sufficiently accurate and robust results in the case of more
general and interactive systems. Also, they have been designed specifically for visual features and cannot
integrate enough anatomical knowledge inside the learned models they produce. To address these problems, we
propose a novel machine-learning-based framework for interactive medical image segmentation. The proposed
method incorporates local anatomical knowledge learning capabilities into a bounding box-based segmentation
pipeline. Region specific voxel classifiers can be learned and combined to make the model adaptive to different
anatomical structures or image modalities. In addition, a spatial relationship learning mechanism is integrated
to capture and use additional topological (anatomical) information. New learning procedures have been
defined to integrate both types of information (visual features to characterize each substructure and spatial
relationships for a relative positioning between the substructures) in a unified model. During incremental and
interactive segmentation, local substructures are localized one by one, enabling partial image segmentation.
Bounding box positioning within the entire image is performed automatically using previously learned spatial
relationships or by the user when necessary. Inside each bounding box, atlas-based methods or CNNs that are
dedicated to each substructure can be applied to automatically obtain each local segmentation. Experimental
results show that (1) the proposed model is robust for segmenting objects with a small amount of training
images; (2) the accuracy is similar to other methods but allows partial segmentation without requiring a global
registration; and (3) the proposed method leads to accurate results with fewer user interactions and less user
time than traditional interactive segmentation methods due to its spatial relationship learning capabilities.
. Introduction

.1. Motivations

Most current methods for medical image segmentation are fully au-
omatic and specifically dedicated to pathology or to a model (human,
mall animal, brain, heart, . . . ). Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
chieve good performance in automatic image segmentation. However,
hey have demonstrated less accurate and robust results for more
eneral and interactive tasks because they require a large amount of
raining data and they lack adaptability to variations inside the images.
hey have also been designed to focus primarily on visual features and
re thus typically unable to incorporate anatomical knowledge inside
he learned models.

Currently, fully automatic methods are usually based on a training
tep to select the visual features that drive segmentation. The more
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complex the segmentation is, the larger the size of the training database
must be, which is not the case in the medical area. This problem is
even more constraining in the case of animal imaging, particularly in
large animal models or unusual species without templates or atlases, in
which the numbers of studies and clinical routines are smaller. Another
problem that is linked to these automatic methods is the inability of the
user to control the segmentation result. If the quality of the delineation
is insufficient, the user does not have any method to improve it.

Alternatively, interactive segmentation methods are widely used
because integrating user knowledge can allow application requirements
to be considered, making it easier, for example, to distinguish different
tissues (Criminisi et al., 2008; Zhao & Xie, 2013). Thus, interactive
segmentation remains the best method for existing commercial surgical
planning and navigation products. Although leveraging user interac-
tions often leads to more robust segmentation, a good interactive
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method should require as little user time as possible to reduce user
burden.

Motivated by these observations, we investigate combining actual
machine learning architectures with user interactions for medical image
segmentation to achieve higher segmentation accuracy and robustness.
We propose a novel machine-learning-based framework for interactive
medical image segmentation. The proposed method incorporates local
anatomical knowledge learning capabilities into a bounding box-based
segmentation pipeline. Region-specific voxel classifiers can be learned
and combined to make the model adaptive to different anatomical
structures, pathologies or image modalities. In addition, a spatial rela-
tionship learning mechanism is integrated to capture and use additional
topological (anatomical) information. New learning procedures have
been defined to integrate both types of information (visual features to
characterize each substructure and spatial relationships for a relative
positioning between the substructures) in a unified model. During
incremental and interactive segmentation, the local substructures are
localized one by one, enabling partial image segmentation. Bounding
box positioning within the entire image is performed automatically
using previously learned spatial relationships or by the user when
necessary. Inside each bounding box, atlas-based methods or CNNs that
are dedicated to each substructure can be applied to obtain each local
segmentation automatically.

An interactive process is integrated inside the segmentation by
manually repositioning the borders of bounding boxes inside the image
if necessary. With this characteristic, the process is no longer fully
automatic and can be controlled by the user. Finally, spatial relation-
ships can be defined, learned and used between the different regions
of interest (ROI), allowing automatic positioning thereafter. Learned
relationships are relative to the region and are applicable when the
modality or the resolution is different, maintaining the general nature
of the process. It is also remarkable that, unlike most other methods,
the local nature of the proposed approach allows for structures to be
segmented without registering the entire image.

To illustrate the generalizability of the proposed approach, we apply
it to the human brain, a reference model for automatic segmentation,
the sheep brain, a model for which few image processing tools exist,
and the human heart. Moreover, we show that several image modalities
can be segmented since the brain images are from 3D MRI and the
heart images are from CT-SCAN images. Experimental results show that
(1) the proposed model is more robust to segment various anatomical
structures with a small amount of training images; (2) the accuracy
is similar to other methods but allows partial segmentation without
requiring a global registration; and (3) the proposed method leads
to accurate results with fewer user interactions and less user time
than traditional interactive segmentation methods due to its spatial
relationship learning capabilities.

1.2. Contributions

First, we propose an operational and easy-to-use framework for
incremental and interactive 3D medical image segmentation. The pro-
posed framework can be directly used by non-experts in machine learn-
ing and computer science. Second, the proposed framework does not
require a large amount of training data and annotations for each of the
substructures of an organ for training. The amount of training images
can be different for each substructure. Thus, the proposed framework
can be directly applied to new (sub)structures or new segmentation
protocols. Third, we propose incorporating spatial relationship infor-
mation into a unified bounding box-based segmentation pipeline. The
integration of the spatial relations allows either unsupervised (without
additional user interactions) or supervised (user-provided positions)
guidance of the segmentation process. Fourth, different types of voxel
classifiers (atlas methods and CNNs have been tested) can be combined
to segment each desired substructure (or pathology) inside an organ au-
tomatically. This also eliminates the need for whole-brain registration
(improving in the same way the resistance to variability).
2

1.3. Organization of the paper

After a brief review of related research, Section 3 describes how the
proposed framework allows us to learn anatomical models including
the two types of information (visual and spatial) from a small training
database. First, the learning of the local voxel classifiers modeling
the visual information (shape and intensities) of each substructure
of interest is described in detail. Second, the learning of the spatial
relationships modeling the relative position and size between the sub-
structures is explained. Section 4 analyzes the influence of different
parameters on the segmentation results. A user experiment is also
presented to describe the usability of the proposed approach.

2. Related works

Different methods that segment anatomical structures inside medi-
cal images fall into different categories. The following sections present
the categories that are related to the proposed approach.

2.1. Global models that use visual features

2.1.1. Atlas based methods
Atlas-based methods are among the primary types of techniques

that are used to segment 3D medical imaging. Training images are
registered to the image to be segmented, providing information to drive
segmentation in the unknown image. Such methods are known to be
efficient in cases of brain segmentation (Landman et al., 2012; Wang
et al., 2013). However, they are fully automatic and deeply linked to
the registration step. This registration is often applied to the entire
image, resulting in a long computation time. Segmenting MRI brain
images is an important task, but segmenting heart or liver images can
also be analyzed with atlas-based methods (Bai et al., 2013; Zhuang
et al., 2010; Zhuang & Shen, 2016). Animal images have also been
described using atlas methods, particularly small animals (Kovacevic
et al., 2005) and other specific species (Ella & Keller, 2015; Nitzsche
et al., 2015). These methods have also been used for intermodal seg-
mentation (Iglesias et al., 2013; Voronin et al., 2013). To improve the
ability of an atlas to represent a population, probabilistic atlases have
been proposed (Ashburner & Friston, 2005; Fischl, 2012; Pohl et al.,
2006; Yeo et al., 2008). Gaussian mixture models, Markov random
chains and fields are often used to combine information from the test
image with the membership probability obtained from the registered
atlas.Thus, this type of method is difficult to use when the inter-image
variability is important because they require a global registration step.

2.1.2. Deep learning
In recent years, deep learning methods have been used to seg-

ment medical images (Litjens et al., 2017). For 2D biomedical image
segmentation, efficient networks such as U-Net (Ronneberger et al.,
2015), Nabla-net (McKinley et al., 2016) and DCAN (Chen et al., 2016)
have been proposed. For 3D volumes, patch-based CNNs (Konstantinos
et al., 2017) and more powerful end-to-end 3D architectures such as
V-Net (Milletari et al., 2016), High-Res3DNet (Li et al., 2017), and
3D deeply supervised networks (Dou et al., 2017) have been proposed
to segment brain tumors. These methods are still primarily used for
tumor (Zhao & Jia, 2016) or tissue (Moeskops et al., 2016) segmenta-
tion more than for complex anatomical structures. Today, only a few
systems (de Brébisson & Montana, 2015; Mehtal et al., 2017) perform
entire brain segmentation with a deep artificial neural network.

As discussed in the following section, few studies have used CNNs
for interactive segmentation because current CNNs are not adaptive
to different test images, due to model parameters being learned from
training images and then fixed during testing without any possibility of
image-specific adaptation. For medical images, annotations are often
expensive to acquire because both expertise and time are required
to produce accurate annotations. Furthermore, to make a CNN-based
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interactive segmentation method effective, in addition to the large
amount of training data needed, fast computation and memory ef-
ficiency are required. The new method should work on a standard
computer, enabling the system to respond quickly to user interac-
tions. As examples, the interactive system DeepIGeoS (Wang et al.,
2019), which has a lack of adaptability to unseen image contexts;
HighRes3DNet (Li et al., 2017), which needs a large amount of GPU
memory; and DeepMedic (Konstantinos et al., 2017), which works
on local patches to reduce memory requirements but results in long
computation times, have been reported in the literature.

2.2. Combination of local models that use structural features

Even if more rarely used, some previous methods use more struc-
tural approaches to segment images. The global structure of an anatom-
ical organ is preserved between subjects but also between species.
The spatial relationship between ROI is another type of modeling
that can store information about structures. Some models have been
proposed to describe the object structures. These methods provide
confidence values regarding some propositions; for example, the region
A is to the left of the region B, which is the case for angle or force
histograms (Matsakis & Wendling, 1999; Wang & Keller, 1999). Other
models aim to position the region directly in the coordinate space
of the image with the region that has already been localized. The
fuzzy spatial relationships presented in Bloch (2005) are good examples
of this model. Distance and orientation relationships are learned to
provide probability maps of the region’s membership, and regions
that have already been localized in the image are used as references
for these relationships. A probability map can be used to drive an-
other segmentation process, and this information is typically directly
used by static and image-specific segmentation methods but is not
integrated into an adaptive, interactive and incremental segmentation
framework.

2.3. Interactive segmentation methods

Several interactive segmentation methods have been proposed in
the literature. The first representative methods were based on active
contours (Yushkevich et al., 2006), graph cuts (Boykov & Jolly, 2001;
Wang et al., 2016), 2D or 3D livewire (Poon et al., 2008) or geodesic
distance transforms (Criminisi et al., 2008). However, most of these
methods rely on low-level features and require a relatively large num-
ber of user interactions to deal with complex images (e.g. ambiguous
oundaries). Then, machine learning methods (Scherrer et al., 2009;
ang et al., 2016) were introduced but were limited by hand-crafted

eatures that depend on user experience.
More recently, CNNs have attracted increasing attention due to their

utomatic feature-learning abilities and high performances. Some neu-
al network methods require the user to draw a bounding box around
he desired object (Castrejón et al., 2017; Ling et al., 2019). Scrib-
leSup trains CNNs for semantic segmentation supervised by scribbles
nd combined bounding box annotations with a graph convolutional
etwork (GCN) (Acuna et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2016). The selected
ounding box is cropped from the image and fed to a GCN to predict
he polygon/spline around the object. The polygon surrounding the
bject can be iteratively adjusted by refining the deep model. All these
ethods employ user interactions as sparse annotations for the training

et rather than as guidance for refinement or for the segmentation of
nknown images.

Similar to the proposed approach, BIFSeg (Wang et al., 2018) is a
ounding box-based interactive framework that includes a CNN voxel
lassifier. An image-specific fine-tuning step is added, to be able to
lassify unseen objects (zero shot learning). In this framework, only one
NN is learned to segment unseen objects in test images. Additionally,

eepIGeoS (Wang et al., 2019) uses geodesic distance transforms of

3

scribbles as additional channels of CNNs for interactive segmentation
of a specific structure inside medical images. A P-Net is used to obtain
an initial automatic segmentation, and an R-Net is used to refine the
result based on user interactions.

As explained in Koohbanani et al. (2020) for 2D images and even
more surely in 3D images, manual selection of boundary points or
drawing a bounding box is still difficult and time-consuming when
many different objects must be segmented. When structures have a
complex shape, bounding boxes also do not provide sufficient guidance
to delineate boundaries. Therefore, for most of these methods, the
quantity of interactions is critical to provide the initial approximated
position of the region to segment. Additionally, none of these methods
take advantage of contextual information (e.g. spatial relationships
etween substructures). Then, the segmentation of an organ composed
f a large number of structures remains laborious.

To conclude, to our knowledge, this study is the first to com-
ine visual and spatial information in a unified interactive machine
earning framework. This specificity allows (i) an easy definition of
everal different local or substructure specific voxel classifiers (at-
ases, CNNs, etc.), (ii) partial learning from a few images, and (iii)
n addition, unlike the methods described above, an automatic initial
ositioning of the 3D bounding boxes corresponding to the desired
ubstructures is implemented to reduce and simplify the manual inter-
ctions, which are required only for the optimization of the automatic
ositioning.

. Method

This section describes how the proposed framework allows us to
earn anatomical models including the two types of information (vi-
ual and spatial) from a small training database. First, the learning
f the local voxel classifiers modeling the visual information (shape
nd intensities) of each substructure of interest is described in detail.
econd, the learning of the spatial relationships modeling the relative
osition and size between the substructures is explained. We then
escribe the unified model that we defined to store both types of
nformation simultaneously. The segmentation method using this new
nified model incrementally and interactively is then presented. The
utomatic or manual positioning of the bounding boxes corresponding
o the desired substructures within the entire image is explained, and
he classification process provides the final local segmentation.

The proposed framework, SILA 3D, is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. To
anage variability inside object classes, image modalities, or organs,
e use a combination of specific voxel classifiers that receive a bound-

ng box corresponding to a substructure as input and generate the
orresponding binary segmentation. During testing, bounding boxes are
rovided by the user or are automatically positioned from the learned
patial relationships confronted with the position and size of previously
egmented regions.

.1. Anatomical graph model to combine visual and structural features

This section describes how the required visual and structural in-
ormation can be learned and stored in a unified model. A small set
f labeled images (training set) is required for this learning step. This
odel, which is called the Anatomical Graph Model (𝐴𝐺𝑀), can repre-

ent the entire anatomical structure composed of several substructures
hat we would like to segment.

In the following, the 𝑁 training images are denoted as 𝐼𝑛 with
= {1,… , 𝑁} and the corresponding label maps are denoted as 𝐿𝑛.

The set of labeled regions on the label map 𝐿𝑛 is denoted as 𝑅𝐿𝑛 , and
he set of all the regions available from the whole set of label maps is
enoted as SR =

⋃

𝑅𝐿𝑛 with 𝑟 = {1,… , 𝑅} the total number of regions.
It is noticeable that each label map 𝐿𝑛 can be different from the other
in terms of content (available labeled regions).
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Fig. 1. The learning step in SILA 3D with 2 main steps: 1/ Learning of local classifier models for each substructure; 2/ Learning of spatial relationships between substructures.
Fig. 2. The Segmentation step in SILA 3D with 2 main steps: 1/ The positioning of the bounding box according to the learned spatial relations; 2/ The segmentation using the
local model to classify the voxels inside the bounding box.
3.1.1. Learning the local voxel classifier dedicated to each substructure
The visual features (e.g. shape, voxel intensity) associated with each

ubpart of an anatomical structure are learned locally. The resulting
et of learned models 𝐿𝑀𝑟 encodes the a priori knowledge of the
orresponding substructures. The local classifiers 𝐿𝑀𝑟 are built inde-
endently for each subpart of the anatomical structure. The following
aragraphs show the different steps necessary to build the models
equired to classify the voxels inside each bounding box. It is easy to
dapt the method to build different types of voxel classifiers, such as
NN models and local atlases (Galisot et al., 2019).

As already mentioned, the set of labeled regions in each training
mage is not necessarily identical. The consequence is that the number
f training images 𝑁𝑟 used to create each local model is also not
ecessarily the same for each substructure.
(a) Region delineation: As shown in Fig. 1, the process of local

odel creation is initialized by the delineation of the bounding box
ssociated with each region 𝑟 ∈ SR. From the ground truth, the
ubvolume contained inside the bounding box of 𝑟 ∈ 𝐿𝑛 is extracted

and denoted as 𝐿𝑛
𝑟 , and the corresponding subvolume in the images 𝐼𝑛

s denoted as 𝐼𝑛𝑟 . In practice, a margin around the bounding box is used
o limit brutal variation in membership probability into the border of
he region. This margin is a percentage of the real size of the bounding
ox (e.g. 10% of the size of the region). Another strength of this margin
s that it improves model robustness to the inaccurate positioning of

bounding box across the entire image during segmentation. In this
tudy, the bounding box refers to this extended bounding box. Each
egion (substructure) is described by 𝑁 couples of images {𝐼𝑛, 𝐿𝑛} with
𝑟 𝑟 𝑟

4

𝑁𝑟 = 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑅𝐿𝑛 ) is the amount of training image maps 𝐿𝑛
𝑟 , where region

𝑟 is labeled.
(b) Local model construction: A model can now be learned based on

these subimages in the same way that it can be learned based on global
images. Although it is possible to learn various types of classifiers, atlas-
based methods and neural network models are the two primary classes
of techniques for the anatomical segmentation of 3D medical images.
We describe in the following a particular example of each type: one
based on U-Unet3D (𝐿𝑀𝑟), and one based on probabilistic local atlases
(𝐿𝐴𝑟).

U-Net3D: For each substructure 𝑟, it is possible to train a 3D U-Net
model from the set of available couples of subimages {𝐼𝑛𝑟 , 𝐿

𝑛
𝑟} in the

training set. Because training images can come from different sources,
a histogram-based intensity correction (Nyul et al., 2000) is used to
match the intensities of the subimages 𝐼𝑞𝑟 together. The intensities are
rescaled between −1 and 1. In this study, we use a small 3D U-net
network (Çiçek et al., 2016) that consists of 3 convolution layers and
3 deconvolution layers with a kernel of size 3 × 3 × 3. As proposed in
the original architecture, the size of the image gradually reduces while
the depth (number of filters) gradually increases (from 16 to 64) in
the encoder part. Pooling step is performed between each layer. The
CNN has been trained with 100 epochs. The training subimages {𝐼𝑛𝑟 , 𝐿𝑛

𝑟}
are resized to a multiple of 2 dimensions depending on the size of the
bounding boxes of a specific region. This size is chosen as the closest
multiple of two of the average of the bounding box sizes in the training
data set. A linear augmentation is applied using random translation,
rotation, shear, and scaling deformations. The final model is denoted
as 𝐿𝑀 .
𝑟
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Probabilistic atlas: Instead of U-Net3D, the construction of lo-
cal probabilistic atlases can be performed iteratively. The atlas is
defined by a Template image and a corresponding Probability map de-
noted as {𝑇𝑟, 𝑃𝑟}. During an iterative learning procedure, the subimages
{𝐼 (𝑞)𝑟 , 𝐿(𝑞)

𝑟 } are added to a current atlas {𝑇 (𝑞)
𝑟 , 𝑃 (𝑞)

𝑟 } at iteration 𝑞. For
each image, intensity normalization, image registration and averaging
steps are performed. We use the same intensity normalization proce-
dure as used with U-Net3D (Nyul et al., 2000). Then, a linear and
a nonlinear registration based on B-spline, denoted as 𝜏, are applied
to warp the image and the corresponding label map to the current
template. Finally, a weight average is applied to merge the information
of the new registered couple of images to the current atlas with the
following procedure:

𝑇 (𝑞)
𝑟 = 𝑇 (𝑞−1)

𝑟 +(𝑞−1)+𝐼 (𝑞−1)𝑟 (𝜏(𝑣))
𝑞

𝑃 (𝑞)
𝑟 = 𝑃 (𝑞−1)

𝑟 +(𝑞−1)+𝐿(𝑞−1)
𝑟 (𝜏(𝑣))

𝑞

(1)

These steps are applied for the 𝑁𝑟 couples of subimages available
to build the final local probabilistic atlas, compound of a template and
a probability map {𝑇𝑟, 𝑃𝑟}, which is denoted as 𝐿𝐴𝑟 and can be used
later to segment a specific anatomical structure.

The primary criterion to decide between both types of classifiers to
use is the available amount of training images (Galisot et al., 2019).
Also, the main difference between these two approaches is the pos-
sibility to update in an iterative manner the probabilistic atlases but
not the CNN models that have to be retrained from scratch when we
want to update them with new data. Also, it is important to keep in
mind that many other methods could be implemented (e.g. multiatlas
method, graph cut, various types of CNN, etc.) depending on the needs
and the type of images to analyze.

3.1.2. Learning spatial relationships
Structural features (i.e. spatial relations for relative positioning and

size between subparts) within the organ are required during segmen-
tation and must be learned and stored. Information about the spatial
relationships between substructures is also learned from the training
data set. The learned information will be used during segmentation
of a new image to position the bounding box of a target structure
automatically throughout the image from the localization of one or
several previously segmented structures inside the same test image.
The term position refers to the detection of the bounding box of an
anatomical structure.

The modeling of these spatial relationships are composed of dis-
tances between the borders of each couple of structures. In 3D, twelve
distances are learned between one structure and another to connect the
borders of the same plan (cf. Fig. 3b). These distances are relative to
the size of the source region, allowing the relations to be independent
of some feature of the image (resolution and size of the image). On
the other hand, it is necessary to have a similar orientation for all
the training and test images. It can be easily done with a simple rigid
registration. We denote the source region as 𝑟1 and the target region as
𝑟2, and (0, �⃗�, 𝑦, 𝑧) defines an orthonormal set. This process is the same
for each direction, and we now consider the direction �⃗�. The dimension
(length) of the region 𝑟1 in �⃗� is denoted as 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑥. The values 𝑑𝑥11𝑟1𝑟2

, 𝑑𝑥12𝑟1𝑟2
,

𝑥21
𝑟1𝑟2

and 𝑑𝑥22𝑟1𝑟2
denote the distances between the first and the second

orders of 𝑟1 and the first and the second borders of 𝑟2 in the direction
�⃗�. The relative distances are computed as:

𝑟𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2
=

𝑑𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2
𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑥

𝑖 = (1, 2), 𝑗 = (1, 2) (2)

This relative distance is computed for all the training images on
hich the pair of regions (𝑟1, 𝑟2) is labeled. The minimum and maxi-

mum relative distances among those observed in these training images
5

are stored to describe the spatial relationships between regions 𝑟1 and
𝑟2.

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑟𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐼𝑛 ,𝑛=1,…,𝑁
(𝑑𝑟𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2 )

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2
= 𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐼𝑛 ,𝑛=1,…,𝑁
(𝑑𝑟𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2 )

(3)

Given twelve different intervals, the same process is applied to the
other directions 𝑦 and 𝑧. The relative character of the distances implies
that the information from 𝑟1 to 𝑟2 is different than that from 𝑟2 to 𝑟1.
In total, 24 intervals can be learned and used between two regions.

3.1.3. Storing the learned information inside a graph representation
When the local classifier models and the spatial relationships are

learned from the training data set, all information is stored in a
graph structure named Anatomical Graph Model (𝐴𝐺𝑀), as described
in Fig. 3a.

Each node of the graph represents a subpart of the entire anatomical
structure and stores the associated local classifier model. The edges
represent the spatial relationships between the subparts and store the
intervals of relative distances. Edges are oriented, and the graph is
complete if all pairs of regions (𝑟1, 𝑟2) are labeled in at least one of
the training images. The labels (i.e. information required for the local
classifier model updating) associated with each node (substructure) 𝑟
in the 𝐴𝐺𝑀 are:

𝓁𝑛𝑟 =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑁𝑟 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜
𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝐿𝐵𝐵𝑟 𝑇 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟 (𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑏𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠)

𝐿𝐴𝑟 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠 ∶ 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑝
𝐨𝐫

𝐿𝑀𝑟 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

(4)

The label associated with the edge between 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 in the 𝐴𝐺𝑀
is defined as:

𝑙𝑎𝑟1𝑟2 =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

[𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2
,𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑟𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2

] (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ (1, 2)2

[𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2
,𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2

] (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ (1, 2)2

[𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑧𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2
,𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑟𝑧𝑖𝑗𝑟1𝑟2

] (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ (1, 2)2
(5)

Fig. 3a shows an example of an anatomical graph model with three
natomical structures of a sheep brain.

.2. Incremental and interactive segmentation

.2.1. Overview
In this section, we explain the proposed incremental and interac-

ive segmentation scheme. This pipeline requires an anatomical graph
odel corresponding to the anatomical (sub)structures that we would

ike to extract from the test images.
We denote as Y the 3D images that the user wants to segment.

he desired substructures are extracted one by one according to the
ecision of an expert (i.e. a user) or using a heuristic method. The order
f extraction of the substructures is not fixed and is a parameter of
his approach. The same process is applied to the segmentation of each
ubstructure and is composed of several steps: (1) the selection of the
ubstructure to be segmented; (2) the positioning of the corresponding
ounding box inside the test image; and (3) the voxel classification
nside the positioned bounding box. The outline of the global process
s shown in Fig. 2. The positioning of the bounding box and the
oxel classification step are presented more specifically in the next
ubsections.
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Fig. 3. (a) Example of a learned Anatomical Graph Model with three anatomical structures of the sheep brain. (b) Illustration of the spatial relationship in the 2D case, where 8
different distances are learned and stored in these relationships between structure 𝑟1 and structure 𝑟2.
3.2.2. Automatic positioning of the bounding boxes
The position of the bounding box can be processed automatically or

manually. In some cases, it can be interesting to allow the user to define
or refine the position of the bounding box of a substructure to attain
more efficient segmentation. The user can also allow the algorithm to
use the spatial relationships learned previously (cf. Section 3.1.2) to
compute the position of the bounding box of the desired substructure
automatically because the user always has the ability to correct incor-
rect positioning. As during training, a margin is determined around the
bounding box. The selected extended volume inside the test image is
denoted as 𝑌𝑟, and the regions that are already localized in the test
image 𝑌 are denoted as 𝑅′ and are used as references. In the 𝐴𝐺𝑀 ,
he edges from the nodes associated to the regions 𝑅′ and the node
ssociated to region 𝑟 contain the intervals of relative distance that can
e used.

The goal of this method is to determine the localization of the 6
orders of the bounding box, denoted as 𝐵𝑗

𝑟 with 𝑗 ∈ {1,… , 6}. The
ositioning is performed independently for each border of the bounding
ox.

Next, we explain the process for the first border of 𝑟 in the direction
�⃗�. The same methodology is applied for the other directions and other
orders. Each region 𝑟′ in 𝑅′ provides two intervals for the positioning
f a border. The interval [𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑥11

𝑟′𝑟
,𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑟𝑥11

𝑟′𝑟
] presented in the previous

ection describes the relative distance between border No. 1 of 𝑟′ and
order No. 1 of 𝑟 in the direction �⃗� (same as the border No. 2 of
with [𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑥21

𝑟′𝑟
,𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑟𝑥21

𝑟′𝑟
]). Then, the intervals are transformed in

bsolute positions on the target image. The position and the size of the
egions 𝑅′ are known, and the intervals of absolute position denoted as
𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖1𝑟′ , 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖1𝑟′ ] can be computed as:

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖1𝑟′ = 𝑥𝑖𝑟′ + 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑟′ ∗ 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑥𝑖1
𝑟′𝑟

𝑖 ∈ (1, 2)

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖1𝑟′ = 𝑥𝑖𝑟′ + 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑟′ ∗ 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑟𝑥𝑖1
𝑟′𝑟

𝑖 ∈ (1, 2)
(6)

Next, all position intervals are merged to obtain the final position
f the borders of region 𝑟. Each interval is described by a rectangular
unction, denoted as. The rectangular function is equal to 1 between
𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖1𝑟′ , 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖1𝑟′ ] and 0 outside. Then, they are weighted with the
eight inversely proportional to the length. We assume that the inter-
als with a short size represent some relations that were more stable in
he different images of the training data set:

𝑖1
𝑟′ = 1

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖1𝑟′ −𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖1𝑟′ + 𝛾
(7)

where 𝛾 is a positive parameter to keep the value different from zero,
which can occur when a region occurs only once in the training set.
6

Finally, the merging is performed by summing the different weighted
intervals. The expected value of the sum provides the position of the
border of the bounding box and is computed as follows:

𝐵𝑗
𝑟 = 𝐸

(

∑

𝑟′∈𝑅′
𝛱1𝑗

𝑟′
𝛱1𝑗

𝑟′ (𝑥) +
∑

𝑟′∈𝑅′
𝛱2𝑗

𝑟′
𝛱2𝑗

𝑟′ (𝑥)
)

(8)

This result is the position of border No. 1 in the direction �⃗�, but
this process is applied six times to set the position of each border.
The bounding box positioning can then be exposed to the users for
validation or adjustment. The subvolume inside this bounding box is
then extracted and used during the voxel classification step.

The information provided by the spatial relationships can also be
used to choose the automatic order of segmentation of the regions. Due
to the incremental nature of the proposed segmentation scheme, the
quality of each segmentation is impacted by the quality of previous
segmentations. It appears important to initially segment the regions
for which we can be sure that the segmentation quality is sufficiently
correct. The spatial relationships from such regions could be consid-
ered more accurate. As with every segmentation method, the quality
depends on the anatomical structures (e.g. some structures are more
stable than others), but in the proposed approach, it also depends on
the quality of the learned relationship information.

As explained below, a stability score can be computed for all re-
maining regions to segment by analyzing the stability (variance) in the
position estimations. At the end of the segmentation of a region, all
non-segmented regions 𝑅⧵𝑅′ with at least one spatial relationship with
an already segmented region 𝑅′ are considered. The process described
previously to position the bounding box automatically is then used.
The sum of the intervals described in Eq. (8) is computed and used
to obtain a stability score for the position of the bounding box for
the remaining regions. The standard deviation of this function is used
to describe how well the spatial information coming from all source
regions matches. If all available information is accurate and consistent,
the standard deviation is small. The standard deviation is computed
for each edge, and the sum of the 6 standard deviations defines the
final stability score. The region with a smaller score is considered the
region where we have the most confidence and is proposed to the
user or automatically selected as the next region to segment. After
segmentation of this region, the same process can be applied again but
with the information from an additional region.

3.2.3. Voxel classification
After the bounding box has been positioned inside the entire image,

voxel classification is applied to the extracted subvolume to obtain
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the final segmentation of the region inside the bounding box 𝑌𝑟. From
its nodes, the AGM (Anatomical Graph Model) provides information
about the local model to use to classify the voxels inside region 𝑟. The
following process depends on the model.

U-Net3D: With CNN, an inference computation must be performed
on the voxels inside the bounding box 𝑌𝑟 using the local network 𝐿𝑀𝑟
stored in the corresponding node of the 𝐴𝐺𝑀 . Intensity normalization
is applied between 𝑌𝑟 and a reference images. We decided to use a
template 𝑇𝑟 computed as for the probabilistic atlases as reference (see
Section 3.1.1. This step is followed by an intensity rescaling between
−1 and 1. The image 𝑌𝑟 is also resized to match the dimension of the
local network 𝐿𝑀𝑟. Finally, 𝐿𝑀𝑟 is used to get the final segmentation
of the region 𝑟. The binary result is then resized to the original shape.

Probabilistic atlas: With probabilistic atlas-based methods, the
probability map 𝐿𝐴𝑟 and the associated template {𝑇𝑟, 𝑃 𝑟𝑟} are used.
First, as during the learning step, an intensity matching method is ap-
plied between the bounding box 𝑌𝑟 and the template of the correspond-
ing atlas 𝑇𝑟. Then, the template is registered to 𝑌𝑟. The transformation
obtained with the registration process is also applied to the probability
map 𝑃𝑟 associated with the template. Finally, a Hidden Markov Random
Field (HMRF) is applied to obtain the final segmentation and takes
the registered probability map 𝑃𝑟𝑟 as an external field to drive the
segmentation process. More details about the use of the local atlas and
HMRF for this step can be found in Galisot et al. (2019).

The results computed on the subvolume are propagated on the
coordinates of the entire image 𝑌 . The proposed approach is incre-
mental, and some voxels could have been classified during previous
segmentation. If the voxels were already classified as part of a previous
region of 𝑅′, the labeled voxels were not updated. If the voxels 𝑣 are
not already classified, the voxels are labeled as 𝑟 when it belongs to the
class defined as ‘‘region’’, and it is not labeled when it belongs to one of
the classes as a ‘‘non-region’’ by the local binary classifier dedicated to
region 𝑟. This decision process is summarized in Eq. (9) with 𝑆𝑛𝑒𝑤 the
new current segmentation after the segmentation of the region 𝑟 and
the segmentation obtained during the previous step denoted as 𝑆𝑅′ .

𝑆𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑖
=

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑆𝑅′
𝑖

𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑅′
𝑖
≠ 0

0 𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑅′
𝑖
= 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑧𝑟𝑖 = ‘‘𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛’’

𝑟 𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑅′
𝑖
= 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑧𝑟𝑖 = ‘‘𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛’’

(9)

here 0 is the label of the voxels that have not been classified and still
elong to the background.

The user can validate this result and choose to segment a new
egion, or he can perform the segmentation again to obtain better
esults by positioning the bounding box differently.

As explained before, the proposed method is incremental (i.e. the
egions are segmented one after another), and the user has the ability
o reposition the bounding box of each region before running the
oxel classification instead of using the learned spatial relationships.
herefore, during the experiments, the proposed approach is denoted
s LIS (Local and Incremental Segmentation), and when all regions are
ell positioned with the ground truth, LIS is denoted as 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 . 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝑥
enotes the segmentation when the first 𝑥 regions are well positioned
ccording to the groundtruth (GT).

. Experiments

After a brief description of the implementation of SILA 3D, this
ection analyzes the influence of different parameters on the segmenta-
ion results. The size of the training database and the impact of the
rder of segmentation are evaluated. Experiments with sheep brain
nd human brain images highlight the effects of the method by pro-
iding satisfactory results within a short computation time compared
o other methods. A user experiment is also presented to describe the
sability of the proposed approach. Finally, the generic nature of the
ethod is demonstrated by providing segmentations of heart images
nd intermodal cases.

7

.1. Implementation details

.1.1. Global architecture description
The described framework named SILA 3D has been used in several

tudies and different kinds of projects.1 SILA 3D is available online.2
Readers can refer to this web site for videos demonstrating how to use
the proposed framework.

4.1.2. Core kernel C++/ITK
The main piece of software (Core/Kernel) has been designed and

implemented in C++, in a modular and extensible way. This kernel
includes not only a set of computational tasks, but also loading and
saving functions. The main functionalities are exposed in a binary
library to help further development and integration. For instance, the
kernel includes DataInput, Registration, Segmentation and Results classes
that are available to implement new registration methods, new segmen-
tation methods, or new data input formats in order to build a versatile
software tool.

The current implemented registration methods are based on the ITK
(Insight Toolkit Software Consortium) framework, which is powerful
and well-known in the medical image community.

4.1.3. Standalone app, command-line interface (CLI)
This kernel has been designed to be usable through a CLI tool,

allowing integration in any kind of scripting. This makes easy to design
and build computationally intensive test campaigns.

4.1.4. Web service integration (Image server, API)
Web services integration for computational intensive tasks are a

good trade-off between extensiveness, community usage and ease of
use for neuroscientists researchers. It also makes possible to run seg-
mentation tasks or atlas building tasks in a relative low-end computer
from everywhere.

The Fig. 4 provides an overview of the Software as a Service (SaaS)
architecture. The REST API, which is exposed to clients through HTTP,
is currently a subset of the main functionalities. A multi-user access
and session is implemented to allow resource sharing on CPU clusters
or GPU clusters.

4.1.5. Client app, graphical user interface (GUI)
Thanks to the wide open source framework provided by 3DSlicer

(Fedorov et al., 2012), and its python programming interface (SDK),
3DSlicer was chosen to build a standalone client GUI to communicate
with the SILA 3D core functionalities. This client GUI reuses Slicer
visual widgets to allow users to navigate through image slices and to
drive the interactive segmentation process. The GUI provides access
to all needed core functionalities such as loading modalities images,
loading a new model, choosing structures and launching process on
servers, multi-users session management (saving/exporting segmenta-
tion results).

For instance, the proposed GUI allows a precise and easy positioning
of the borders of the bounding boxes through few intuitive moves of
2D boxes in each image plans with the help of an additional global 3D
preview (see Fig. 2).

4.1.6. Data packaging
The user data and models are packaged to allow data loading,

saving, and sharing through the web. Basically, data packages contain
image portions, models, and processed data compressed into archive
files with a specifically designed format. Our data model package
usually includes the created and used AGM, the segmentation states
and precise logging information. This allows the system and users to
keep track of any changes, updates of shared data and models in case
of multi-user environment.

1 https://www.echosciences-centre-valdeloire.fr/communautes/un-
erveau-dans-toutes-les-tetes/articles/neuro2co-projet-de-recherches-en-
ciences-participatives-centre-inra-val-de-loire

2 http://www.rfai.li.univ-tours.fr/PublicData/3D_Brain_Seg/home.html
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.2. Protocol

.2.1. Datasets
Two image databases were used during the experiments. The MIC-

AI’12 image dataset (Landman et al., 2012) used for the multiatlas
egmentation challenge dealing with brain images and coming from the
ASIS project. This database consisted of 35 MRI T1 images of human
rains, and each image was manually segmented with more than 140
natomical structures; however, only 13 structures were used in this
tudy, including 6 bilateral structures: the caudate nucleus, pallida, tha-
ami, putamens, ventricles, hippocampi and brainstem. Fifteen images
re used as training images, and 20 are used as test images. An image
rom the training database is shown in Fig. 5 (left).

NeuroGeoEx is an image database of T2 ex vivo sheep brains pro-
ided by Neurospin company (Leprince et al., 2015) as part of the
euroGeo3 project. Six brains were acquired with 7T 50 mT/m MRI
ith a spatial resolution of 0.3 × 0.3 × 0.3 mm. Each image was
anually labeled with 13 anatomical structures composed of 6 bilateral

tructures: olfactory bulbs, caudate nucleus, amygdala, optic superior
olliculi, motor superior colliculi, hippocampus and periaqueductal
ray (PAG). Leave-one-out process was applied to the NeuroGeoEx
ataset; five images were used to build the Anatomical Graph Model
sed to segment the remaining image. A typical image is shown in Fig. 5
right).

.2.2. Metric
To evaluate the quality of the different segmentations, the Dice ratio

s used and is defined as follows:

𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 2.𝑇 𝑃
2.𝑇 𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

(10)

where 𝑇𝑃 is the number of true positives, 𝐹𝑃 is the number of false
positives and 𝐹𝑁 is the number of false negative voxels.

4.2.3. User workshop
To evaluate SILA 3D, we asked nineteen people with different skills

to participate in different experiments to evaluate and validate the
efficiency of the proposed method and framework. The experiments
were performed on both databases described in Section 4.2.1. Different
tasks were performed:

• We asked users to segment images by manually positioning all
bounding boxes without using spatial relationships.

• We asked users to segment images at their discretion with all
available functionalities in SILA 3D (e.g. automatic positioning
according to the learned relationships, manual positioning, order
of segmentation, etc.)

3 French Regional project - see acknowledgment.
8

• We asked users to segment an image by choosing only the order of
segmentation (e.g. sequential selection of the substructure to seg-
ment). For each substructure, the bounding boxes were positioned
according to the ground truth inside the entire image.

In all cases, the voxel classification inside the bounding box is
achieved automatically using the corresponding learned local model
stored inside the 𝐴𝐺𝑀 .

Based on the observations, measurements, and feedback made by
participants during this workshop, Table 4 provides a qualitative com-
parison between the main features of SILA 3D and some of the systems
discussed in the related works.

4.3. Quantitative evaluation

As our local approach requires the positioning of the bounding
boxes of each the different sub-structures, we evaluate two different
configurations. In the first case (simulating ideal case with perfect
manual positioning), all the bounding boxes are perfectly positioned
by using the values coming from the ground truth (𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 ) and, in the
second case (realistic semi-automatic positioning) by well positioning
two regions (𝐿𝐼𝑆2) before using the learned spatial relationships to
automatically position the next regions.

4.3.1. Impact of the selected local classifier
Our framework allows us to easily change the type of the voxel

classifier used to segment the substructure inside each bounding box.
The global framework based on bounding box positioning with user
interaction or spatial relationship is kept the same. In order to evaluate
the impact of the local classifier into our framework, a perfect posi-
tioning of each bounding box as well as a positioning based on spatial
relationship are simulated.

We evaluated three types of local classifiers: HMRF (𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐻𝑀𝑅𝐹 ),
CNN (𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑁𝑁 ) as described in Section 3.2.3 and a simple voting
method with multi-atlas (𝐿𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑉 ) (Klein et al., 2005). The results of
he experiment applied to the human brain images are displayed on
he Table 1.

CNN local classifiers provide better segmentation when the bound-
ng box is perfectly positioned but they do not work when the bounding
oxes are positioned according to the learned spatial relationships.
n the contrary, the registration based methods and especially when

t is coupled with HMRF segmentation have more stable results in-
ependently of the quality of the bounding box position. Because of
his robustness as well as the possible incremental learning, we decide
o use the local probabilistic atlases and HMRF as local classifiers
ather than CNN in the rest of our experiments (and in the final
mplementation of SILA 3D framework available online). We will refer
he method using local probabilistic atlases and HMRF as 𝐿𝐼𝑆 in the
est of the experiments.
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Fig. 5. Examples of images from the selected datasets.
Table 1
Average Dice ratio of the anatomical structures for different local classifiers (MICCAI’12 dataset).

(𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 = all regions are well positioned with the GT, 𝐿𝐼𝑆2 = the first 2 regions are well positioned according to the GT).
Method/Dice Brain stem Caud. Nuc. Hippoc. Ventricles Pallidums Putamens Thalamus Avg

𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇−𝐶𝑁𝑁 0.929 0.804 0.825 0.860 0.820 0.890 0.900 0.856
𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇−𝐻𝑀𝑅𝐹 0.915 0.805 0.780 0.788 0.832 0.888 0.881 0.838
𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇−𝑆𝑉 0.933 0.847 0.805 0.773 0.853 0.901 0.906 0.854
𝐿𝐼𝑆2−𝐶𝑁𝑁 0.621 0.672 0.086 0.499 0.509 0.381 0.900 0.523
𝐿𝐼𝑆2−𝐻𝑀𝑅𝐹 0.901 0.738 0.694 0.730 0.732 0.853 0.881 0.811
𝐿𝐼𝑆2−𝑆𝑉 0.844 0.751 0.567 0.651 0.749 0.855 0.904 0.753
It is important to note that the choice of the local classifier is
ependent on many parameters. The type of images and anatomical
tructures to study, the number of training images, the variability
etween subjects and the use of spatial relationships are important
riteria which can drive this decision. Since certain of them are region
ependent, it could be interesting to use a region specific classifier. This
s not covered in this article but would be a good opportunity for the
roposed framework.

.3.2. Comparison with classical global methods
We compare the proposed local segmentation method with two

ther methods. FreeSurfer (Fischl, 2012) is a method that is commonly
used to segment entire brains (i.e. subcortical as well as cortical struc-
tures). A human brain atlas is already integrated into this method so
that training images are not needed for the segmentation of the test
images. The Freesurfer process consists of a probabilistic atlas associ-
ated with Markov random fields. The joint label fusion (JLF ) method
described in Wang et al. (2013) is a multiatlas-based method that
provides the best results during a challenge of multiatlas segmentation
of brain images in MICCAI (Landman et al., 2012). JLF is based on the
fusion of information computed on a patch with weighting minimizing
the expected errors between the different atlases. FreeSurfer and JLF
were applied to the MICCAI’12 dataset, but only JLF was applied to
the NeuroGeoEx database.

Fig. 6 shows the Dice ratio for the human brain images. The segmen-
tation quality of FreeSurfer is lower than the quality of the proposed
approach; however, the JLF method provides better results. This result
is verified for all of the 13 regions studied in this experiment. The
9

Table 2
Average Dice ratio on the 13 anatomical structures studied (MICCAI’12 dataset).
Method Dice ratio

𝐿𝐼𝑆1 0.689
𝐿𝐼𝑆2 0.811
𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 0.838
FreeSurfer 0.761
𝐽𝐿𝐹 0.888

difference between the proposed local method and JLF depends on
the anatomical structures, and is large for ventricles (+ 10.8%) but
smaller for putamen (+2.19%). The results of the proposed method
with two well positioned regions (𝐿𝐼𝑆2) are also similar to the results
with all regions well positioned (𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 ). Fig. 7 shows the quantitative
results with the MRI test images. This image is relatively different from
those in the training database, which consists mainly of elderly brains.
This difference is characterized, among other factors, by ventricles with
important sizes. FreeSurfer segmentation suffers from different errors,
particularly on the putamen and pallidum, which are well managed
in JLF and 𝐿𝐼𝑆 segmentation. The thalamus and primarily the ven-
tricle were better localized with JLF than with 𝐿𝐼𝑆. Elongated and
thin regions, such as the ventricles, seem to be the most problematic
segmentation with local atlases. Table 2 shows the global results of this
experiment. The average Dice ratio of the proposed approach without
using the spatial relationships (𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 ) is 7.7% greater than that with
FreeSurfer and 5 % less than that with JLF.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Dice score results among FreeSurfer (blue), JLF (black), 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 (red) and 𝐿𝐼𝑆2 (pink) on the MICCAI’12 dataset. The Dice ratios of bilateral structures
have been averaged. Each box depicts the 25th and 75th percentiles and the central mark depicts the median. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. Segmentation results of the MICCAI’12 data set with FreeSurfer (left), JLF (middle) and 𝐿𝐼𝑆 (right). Errors with the ground truth are presented in red.
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Fig. 8 and Table 3 show the results of the same experiments applied
n the NeuroGeoEx data set. One of the primary differences between
he two databases is the number of available images. Only 5 images
re used during training with NeuroGeoEx. The Dice ratio of the JLF

method is 1.7% greater than that of the proposed approach, which is
less than that of human brain images. For example, the segmentation
of the olfactory bulbs is better with 𝐿𝐼𝑆. The Dice score variability
etween the segmentations is also similar, which contrasts with the
uman brain images. This experiment tends to show that local atlas
ethods perform well even with a small amount of training images.

From a qualitative perspective, Fig. 9 shows the olfactory bulb
egmentation provided by 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 and JLF. When the local atlases are
ell positioned, the segmentation is more similar to the ground truth

han with the JLF method. The external nature of this anatomical
tructure is not easily managed by global registration. Fig. 10 shows the
egmentation of the colliculi regions. For small regions, the JLF method
ends to provide smoother results than 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 , as shown in its better
egmentation results (i.e. superior colliculi in Fig. 10 (green)).

When evaluating a segmentation method, the precision of the results
rovided by comparison with subjective ground truth should not be
he only criterion. Time complexity should also be considered. In this
tudy, the computational times of the methods are markedly different.
he other processes are applied to the entire image. For human brain

mages, 11 h are required to apply FreeSurfer to an image, and 6 h are
equired for 𝐽𝐿𝐹 . With 𝐿𝐼𝑆, the segmentation time is dependent on
he number of regions to be segmented. The computation time for 13
natomical structures was 11 min. Also, user time was not considered

ut could be short in cases in which the user only positions the first m

10
Table 3
Average Dice ratio of the 13 anatomical structures studied (NeuroGeoEx dataset).
Method Dice ratio

𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 0.813
𝐽𝐿𝐹 0.830

two regions (e.g. the previous experiment). For sheep brain images, the
omputation time of the 𝐽𝐿𝐹 method is shorter than that for human
rain images due to the size of the training images but is still longer
han that of the proposed method.

.3.3. Influence of the number of regions positioned with the ground truth
Spatial relationships are usable when at least one region has already

een segmented with manual positioning, but how many must be
ositioned before obtaining correct segmentation with the spatial rela-
ionships must be studied in more detail. This information is important
ecause it shows the number of user interactions that is necessary to
btain satisfactory results. In our experiments, a well-positioned region
s a region that is segmented by considering the ground truth (i.e. the
abeled image) to position its bounding box. This ideal case can occur
f the user or the spatial relationships do not include any mistakes. In
he following experiment, the test database is segmented by positing
ifferent numbers of regions perfectly with the ground truth, while the
ther regions are positioned using the spatial relationships. The order
f segmentation is fixed.

Fig. 11 shows the Dice ratio obtained for each situation. The seg-
entation with 13 regions well positioned depicts the case in which
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Dice score results among JLF and 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 on the NeuroGeoEx dataset. The Dice ratio of bilateral structures has been average. Each box depicts the 25th
nd 75th percentiles and the central mark depicts the median.
Table 4
Overall comparison of SILA 3D with several methods and systems discussed in Section 2. (Comparisons between duration should be considered with caution as they come from
different images and hardware configurations).

Method JLF Freesurfer BIFSeg and
DeepIGeos

DeepMedic SILA 3D

Possible input data 2D/3D medical
image

3D brain MRI image 3D MRI image 3D multi-channel
MRI image (TBI,
BRATS)

3D MRI/CT, in vivo or
ex vivo brain/heart
image

Required quantity of
training data

Usually around 15
images, same as in
our experiments

No learning step
(static brain model
already included)

>150 for 2D fetal
and for 3D images
(BRATS)

Dense training
(10K patches)
from at least 46
images

3 minimum for each
desired ROI

Required level of
interaction

None None All BB have to be
manually positioned
+ manual or
automatic fine
tuning

None 1 BB positioning
minimum + next BB
repositioning if
desired

Processing time 6 or 7 h for 13
regions

11 h for 13 regions More than 65s for 1
region (tumor)

more than 65s
for 1 region

11 min for 13 brain
regions in a fully
automatic mode - 20
to 54 min for a fully
interactive
segmentation of the
13 regions (90s to
250s in average for 1
region)a

Type of results Full anatomical
segmentation of 3D
MRI image

Tissue and
subcortical
segmentation of
human brain

Tumors
segmentation

Specific lesions
detection

Par-
tial/intermediate/full
segmentation of 3D
MRI image

aStrongly user, image and region dependent.
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every region has been well positioned without the use of any spatial
relationships. When only one region is perfectly located, the Dice ratio
was minimal, showing more incorrect and variable results, compared
to the results achieved with more than two well positioned regions.
However, results show that 𝐿𝐼𝑆2 (and 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝑥 with 𝑥 > 2) produces

similar quality to 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 (i.e. difference in the Dice ratio of less
han 2.7%). These results are nearly equal to those produced by 𝐿𝐼𝑆7.
hese results do depend on the order of segmentation and the type
f anatomical structures studied but also highlight the efficiency of
he proposed model in learning and using spatial relationships. This
obustness is also due to the margin added around the bounding boxes
ompensating for small errors in the positioning.
 c

11
.3.4. Influence of the size of training database
We argue that the proposed method can be used when the number

f available labeled images in the training database is small. In the
ollowing experiment, the quality of the results is evaluated depending
n the number of images used to construct the 𝐴𝐺𝑀 during the
earning step.

The first 𝐴𝐺𝑀 is built only with the first image of the training
ataset, the second with the first two images, etc. Figs. 12 and 13
how the quality for each different graph with 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 and 𝐿𝐼𝑆2,
espectively. 𝐿𝐼𝑆2 is chosen because the segmentation of 𝐿𝐼𝑆1 is
oo variable to highlight an evolution depending on the data used to
onstruct the 𝐴𝐺𝑀 . With 𝐿𝐼𝑆 , which uses only 4 images for graph
𝐺𝑇
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Fig. 9. Comparison of qualitative results of segmentation of the olfactory bulbs, ground truth (top), 𝐽𝐿𝐹 (middle) and 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 (bottom).
Fig. 10. Comparison of qualitative results of segmentation of the colliculi, ground truth (left), 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 (middle) and 𝐽𝐿𝐹 (right).
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onstruction, the Dice ratio is near its maximum. A small number of im-
ges is required to attain satisfactory results, and adding more images
o build the 𝐴𝐺𝑀 does not improve the results. The construction of
robabilistic information is perhaps not well adapted to a large number
f images. This problem can also arise from the similarity between the
raining and testing images, with the first training images being more
imilar to the test images than the other. It would be interesting to test
ther sets of images to build the 𝐴𝐺𝑀 . The same characteristic can
e visualized in Fig. 13. The use of spatial relationships tends to make
he process more variable, but the evolution of segmentation quality is
imilar to that with 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 .

.4. Impact of the user interaction

.4.1. Segmentation order
Because the spatial relationships are relative between regions, the

rder of segmentation of the substructures impacts the final quality of
he results. The quality of segmentation and the type of substructures
lready localized determine the quality of the information provided
y the spatial relationships. In this experiment, we evaluate the
 c

12
nfluence of this order, and we validate the algorithm for automatic
rdering proposed in Section 3.2.2. Experiments were performed using
patial relationship information. Only the first region is well positioned
ccording to the ground truth. The other successive regions are posi-
ioned automatically, and the order is selected automatically using the
euristics described in Section 3.2.2.

The results of this experiment show that the medial structures of
he brain are selected and segmented first. The average rank for the
audate nucleus, thalamus, pallidum and putamen was less than 7.1,
hile the average rank for the brainstem, ventricle and hippocampus
as greater than 8.6 (among the 13 structures). The regions are also

egmented hemisphere by hemisphere: all medial structures on one side
re localized, followed by the medial structures of the other side. These
oherence criteria are used to define an automatic order that tends to
egment the medial region first, which is usually stable in terms of
osition and size. The external and variable regions are localized at the
nd of the process. This automatic order has been compared to several
andom or user orders and has provided better results: the segmentation
uality provided is 6.3%, which is greater than the user order of 3.1%
ompared to a random order.
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Fig. 11. Dice ratio of the segmentation with the MICCAI’12 dataset depending on the amount of regions positioned with the ground truth. Each box depicts the 25th and 75th
percentiles and the central mark depicts the median.
Fig. 12. Dice ratio of 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 segmentation on the MICCAI’12 dataset depending on the amount of training images used to learn the graph. Each box depicts the 25th and 75th
ercentiles and the central mark depicts the median.
.4.2. Manual and ground truth positioning comparison
In the previous section, the positioning of the bounding box was

erformed with the ground truth, modeling the ideal case in which
he local bounding box is well positioned. In practice, the users must
osition the bounding box themselves or use the automatic positioning
lgorithm; thus, positioning will not be perfect. During these experi-
ents, the quality of the manual positioning is evaluated compared to

he ground truth, and sheep brain images are studied. The data col-
ected during the user workshop is used to compute the different results
see Section 4.2.3). The Fig. 14 describes the average positioning error
or each region in cases of automatic and manual positioning. Regions
ith important sizes, such as the caudate nucleus, or with visible edges,

uch as the amygdala, are well positioned by users; smaller structures,
uch as colliculi, are more difficult to localize. Automatic positioning is
13
usually better than that performed by users, which can be explained by
weak contrast and by some users not being experts in the anatomy of
the sheep brain. However, the range of errors is similar to the ground
truth positioning, even though this was the first time that users had
applied this segmentation method.

4.4.3. Interactive improvement of the segmentation
Fig. 15 shows two examples of segmentation of sheep brain images

to demonstrate the possible improvement of segmentation quality ob-
tained with user repositioning. In these situations, the segmentation of
an olfactory bulb and an amygdala shows that the ideal positioning
(𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 ) leads to a markedly different segmentation result compared
to the ground-truth segmentation: the size of the region is larger than
it should be. In practice, when this situation occurs, the user can correct
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Fig. 13. Dice ratios of 𝐿𝐼𝑆2 segmentation on the MICCAI’12 dataset depending on the amount of training images used to learn the graph of a priori knowledge. Each box depicts

the 25th and 75th percentiles and the central mark depicts the median.
Fig. 14. Average errors of positioning on the NeuroGeoEx database from the user experiment. The automatic errors (red) and manual errors (blue) are compared. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
and improve the result by modifying the bounding box. The user can
cancel the segmentation and return to the previous state. Then, they
can try positioning the region again to compensate for the errors. In
these experiments, the bottom edges are positioned above where they
are in the ideal case. Figs. 15(c) and 15(f) show the results that were
more similar to the true segmentation. Different positioning implies the
extraction of a different volume that can be more (or less) suitable for
the co-registration process with the local atlas. Better registration drives
the HMRF toward segmentation of better quality.

4.4.4. Time
In Section 4.3.2, computational time did not consider user in-

teractions. However, user time may be important. During the user
experiments, the times required to segment the sheep brain images
(with 13 anatomical structures) were measured. The segmentation
14
time decreased when the user became accustomed to the segmentation
software. The average segmentation time for a new user was 74 min
for the first image and 54 min for the third image, and an expert was
able to segment a 3D brain image in approximately 20 min (average
time).

4.5. Generalizability of the method

The proposed method is an interactive segmentation method and
can be applied to various types of problems and not only brain MRI
images.

4.5.1. Intermodal segmentation
In previous segmentation, training and testing images from the

same modality were acquired, but the proposed approach could also
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Fig. 15. 15(a) olfactory bulb ground truth, 15(b)𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 , 15(c)𝐿𝐼𝑆 with manual positioning, 15(d) amygdala ground truth, 15(e)𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐺𝑇 and 15(f)𝐿𝐼𝑆 with manual positioning.
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e efficient in cases of intermodal segmentation. An 𝐴𝐺𝑀 is learned
ith six images from the NeuroGeoEx database. This information was

hen used to segment T1 in vivo images of the sheep brains. In contrast
o the ex vivo images, the brain is not extracted, and many signals
re present. Seven anatomical structures are localized: left and right
audate nucleus; left and right hippocampus; left and right olfactory
ulbs; and periaqueductal gray. The other regions are not visible on
his image because the resolution (0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5) and contrast are less
han with the NeuroGeoEx database (0.3 × 0.3 × 0.3). The intensities
f the local atlas and the image to be segmented are different, so the
etric used during the registration process is mutual information. The

esults presented are qualitative due to a lack of ground truth. Two
egmentations are shown in Fig. 16; the first image 16(a) comes from
n animal also present in the NeuroGeoEx database, and segmentation
s performed manually (i.e. users interact when necessary); the second
mage 16(d) does not come from an animal present in the training
atabase and is segmented automatically, except for the first region (a
audate nucleus), which is manually positioned. When the process is
riven by an expert, segmentation is consistent. The caudate nucleus,
ippocampus and PAG do not suffer from particular problems with the
irst images. The olfactory bulbs are more difficult and seem to be too
mall compared to what they should look like. When the bounding
oxes are automatically set, the segmentation is more variable but
till coherent. The caudate nucleus and the hippocampus are well
ocalized. The PAG is distorted but still in a good position. However, the
lfactory bulbs are shifted compared to the real position. The spatial
elationships that link the medial regions and external regions of the
rain are less accurate, which is also the case in intermodal situations.
hese qualitative results emphasize that the proposed method is usable
or intermodal segmentation. The spatial relationships are still efficient
or the medial regions of the brain, although the resolution and the
ontext (in vivo/ex vivo) are different. Due to the local atlases, the
resence of tissues around the brain in the in vivo images is not a
roblem.
 S

15
.5.2. Heart images
3D MRI and CT scans of the heart are processed with the proposed

pproach. The 𝐴𝐺𝑀 is built from 20 MRI images of the heart and ap-
lied to 40 MRI images. This database comes from the Multi-Modality
ntire Heart Segmentation Challenge (Zhuang et al., 2010; Zhuang &
hen, 2016). The same process is performed with the CT scan images,
nd the images are composed of 8 anatomical structures: left and
ight ventricle blood cavities, left and right atrium blood cavities, my-
cardium of the left ventricle, ascending aorta and pulmonary artery.
utual information is used as a metric for the registration (training and

esting) of the MRI images. The segmentation of the CT scan was per-
ormed automatically; only the left ventricle was positioned manually,
nd the other structures were positioned with spatial relationships. The
egmentation of the MRI images is thus driven more by the user, and
he user manually positions the bounding box if the quality of auto-
atic positioning is poor. Two example results are shown in Fig. 17.
he high resolution of the CT scan images allows satisfactory results
o be obtained, even with automatic positioning. Overall, the shape
f the anatomical structures conforms to the ground truth. A small
mount of error comes from a non-smooth border between the regions,
s shown in Fig. 17(b)). MRI images are more difficult to segment due
o field inhomogeneity artifacts and their lower resolutions, which is
hy users interacted during segmentation in contrast to the CT scan

mages. The segmentation quality of the ventricles or the myocardium
s satisfactory, but the segmentation of the arteries is more variable.
he global Dice ratios on the CT scan images are 83.7 % and 81.7%
or the MRI images. These qualities are marginally lower than those
f the other methods that are based on deep learning. However, this
ast method considered only heart images in contrast to the proposed
ethod. Readers can also refer to Zhuang et al. (2019) to see the initial

esults of proposed method during the Multi-Modality Whole Heart

egmentation challenge organized in conjunction with MICCAI 2017.
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Fig. 16. Segmentation of in vivo sheep brain images, (a–c) 𝐿𝐼𝑆 with a manual positioning, (d–e) 𝐿𝐼𝑆 and an automatic positioning.
5. Discussion and conclusion

In this article, a new interactive machine learning method for 3D
medical image segmentation was proposed. In contrast to the classical
approach, in which anatomical structures are modeled inside an organ,
the proposed method describes each subpart locally by learning a
specific local model and storing it in an Anatomical Graph Model. The
global aspect of the anatomical structure is learned by analyzing the
relative spatial relationship and size between each possible pair of sub-
parts. The edges of the Anatomical Graph Model are used to store this
structural information. Visual information (shape and intensity) is then
dissociated from the structural information (relative position and size
information), but all information is stored in a unified structure (the
Anatomical Graph Model). Each local model can be used independently
from the others to enable partial segmentation. The segmentation of an
image becomes an incremental process allowing user interaction before
and after each local segmentation.

We also proposed an algorithm to determine the best order for
the local segmentations automatically based on the coherence between
spatial relationships. This order provides a good alternative to user
interaction and allows the system to be used in nearly automatically if
desired. These orders of segmentation have been shown to be efficient

compared to user or yo random order of segmentation.

16
The experiments presented in this study enhanced the small training
databases that are required to use the proposed method efficiently.
Only 4 images were sufficient to reach a level of segmentation quality
that equal that of other systems evaluated on the MICCAI’12 database.
This information is critical in cases of segmentation of unusual data sets
(e.g. organs or species).

Incremental and local segmentation allows for partial and rapid
segmentation of images compared to classical global methods. Unlike
such methods, SILA 3D does not require a global registration step. The
computation time of segmentation of a few anatomical structures is
significantly lower than that of a classical atlas-based method. The 𝐿𝐼𝑆
method can use various types of local decision processes during the
voxel classification step. The primary criteria that should be considered
are (1) keeping the system sufficiently fast so that it can be used
interactively, and (2) requiring a small number of training images. For
instance, a graph-cut or more efficient multiatlas fusion method could
also be used to classify the voxels inside a bounding box.

The proposed method could be used with organs that have a large
number of different structures, as well as when users do not have to
always segment the same regions. However, the proposed method is,
for example, not well adapted to the segmentation of structures with a

bounding box that is the same size as the organ (e.g. the white matter
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Fig. 17. Segmentation of CT scan heart images (a–c). Segmentation of MRI images (d–f).
egion of the brain). In this situation, classical atlases are more suitable
or segmenting many anatomical structures at once.

The proposed method has also been shown to be generalizable
nd efficient in various types of applications. The proposed method
s directly applicable to different organs (heart) or different imaging
odalities (T1, T2, CT scan, etc.), although it was first designed to

egment of MRI brain images. The local modeling and relative nature of
patial relationships provide robust results, and relative distances can
lso be efficient when the resolution or global size of the anatomical
tructures is different. Thus, segmentation of the growing neonatal
rain should be explored with this approach. One of the other advan-
ages of the proposed model is that it stores information from different
odalities; thus, it could be possible to model information from MRI

nd CT scan images in only one graph.
We also experimented with the impact of interactivity during a

ser experiment. The quality of the results and interaction were sat-
sfactory but variable. First, the user must understand the anatomical
tructures of the imaged organ. Among all users, experts of brain
natomy or medical images produced significantly better results. User
eedback about the quality of the segmentation and positioning was
ositive, and users mentioned the rapidity of the proposed segmen-
ation method. However, the method’s primary drawback was linked
o human–computer interaction, which is an important parameter of
he proposed process. Better visualization of the segmentation results
nd more ergonomic positioning should significantly improve users’
xperiences. Finally, the user experiment highlighted the ownership of
he software and the process; after segmentation a few images, users
ecame more comfortable with the segmentation tools.

SILA 3D thus achieves similar or higher accuracies with fewer
ser interactions in less time than traditional interactive segmentation
17
methods. The proposed method has been integrated into an operational
framework that is available online and has been used in several studies
and different kinds of projects. It is probably true that this framework
cannot compete with a finely tuned method dedicated to a specific
dataset/population or a classification task where huge annotated data
are available to learn a deep learning architecture fully automatically,
but this situation is not so common in real life applications.

SILA 3D is rather dedicated to applications where very few anno-
tated data are available or when there is a high variability inside the
images to be segmented (global registration will become unusable).
Local approach and interaction are then mandatory to obtain a correct
result in such conditions. As demonstrated in the experiments section,
SILA 3D is able to work with very few annotated images (3 is enough),
does not require a full brain registration, allows the user to easily visu-
alize and improve intermediate results (incrementality), and also tries
to reduce the number of interactions by including a semi-automatic
positioning of bounding boxes. Until today, these features have led
to the use of SILA 3D for the following real-world applications: (i) in
neuroethology for the exploration of new ROIs for which biologists
and neuroanatomists do not have digital atlases; (ii) for Deep Brain
Stimulation in order to segment specific parts of the brain in very
high resolution images; (iii) faster creation of initial atlases of specific
populations (lifetime, analysis of specific substructures, . . . ) or of initial
annotated datasets used thereafter to train CNN.
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